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Abstract

Non-selective glutamate AMPA receptor antagonists are efficacious in chronic pain, but have significant tolerability issues, likely arising from the ubiquitous expression of AMPA receptors in CNS. Recently, LY3130481 has been shown to selectively block AMPA receptors co-assembled with the auxiliary protein, TARP \( \gamma_8 \), which is highly expressed in hippocampus, but also in pain pathways, including anterior cingulate (ACC) and somatosensory (SS) cortices and spinal cord, suggesting that selective blockade \( \gamma_8/AMPA \) receptors may suppress nociceptive signaling with fewer CNS side effects. The potency of LY3130481 on recombinant \( \gamma_8 \)-containing AMPA receptors was modulated by co-expression with other TARPs; \( \gamma_2 \) subunits affected activity more than \( \gamma_3 \) subunits. Consistent with these findings, LY3130481 had decreasing potency on receptors from rat hippocampal, cortical, spinal cord, and cerebellar neurons that was replicated in tissue from human brain. LY3130481 partially suppressed, whereas the non-selective AMPA antagonist GYKI53784 completely blocked AMPA receptor-dependent EPSPs in ACC and spinal neurons in vitro. Similarly, LY3130481 attenuated short-term synaptic plasticity in spinal sensory neurons in vivo in response stimulation of peripheral afferents. LY3130481 also significantly reduced nocifensive behaviors after intraplantar formalin that was correlated with occupancy of CNS \( \gamma_8 \)-containing AMPA receptors. In addition, LY3130481 dose-dependently attenuated established gait impairment after joint damage and tactile alldynia after spinal nerve ligation; all in the absence of motor side effects. Collectively, these data demonstrate that LY3130481 can suppress excitatory synaptic transmission and plasticity in pain pathways containing \( \gamma_8/AMPA \) receptors and significantly reduce nocifensive behaviors, suggesting a novel, effective and safer therapy for chronic pain conditions.
1. Introduction

Although the etiology of chronic pain is diverse (e.g., tissue injury, inflammation), a long-term sensitization of the central somatosensory pathways is common to many disorders and is characterized by increased neuronal excitability and enhanced synaptic transmission in nociceptive and non-nociceptive pathways that underlies the hallmark symptoms of alldynia, hyperalgesia and spontaneous pain (Latremoliere A, 2009). While multiple mechanisms contribute to central sensitization, the release of glutamate from peripheral nerve terminals, activation of ionotropic glutamate AMPA receptors and subsequent recruitment of NMDA receptor activity in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord is critical for the initiation and maintenance of enhanced synaptic transmission in central pain pathways (Davies SN, 1987; Yoshimura M, 1990; Woolf CJ, 1991). Consistent with the role of AMPA receptors in central sensitization, clinical studies have demonstrated that compounds with AMPA receptor antagonist properties (e.g., tezampanel, topiramate, NS1209) can attenuate the symptoms of chronic pain, but are accompanied by significant tolerability issues (e.g., dizziness, sedation) (Wandschneider, 2017), probably due to the ubiquitous expression of AMPA receptors in CNS (Olsen RW, 1987). This hypothesis is supported by preclinical studies which have demonstrated that non-selective AMPA receptor antagonists reduce nocifensive behaviors at doses that also produce motor side effects and sedation (Simmons RM, 1998; Nishiyama T, 1999).

AMPA receptors mediate the majority of fast excitatory transmission in the CNS and are tetramers composed of one or more GluA1–4 subunits, that can have two alternative splice variants (flip and flop) (Sommer et al., 1990; Monyer et al., 1991). Additional diversity is conferred by association with auxiliary subunits termed transmembrane AMPA receptor regulatory proteins (TARPs; γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, γ7, and γ8) and cornichon proteins (CNIH-2, CNIH-3) that are heterogeneously expressed in the CNS and can influence channel kinetics, receptor trafficking and pharmacology (Schwenk et al., 2009; Jackson and Nicoll, 2011; Schwenk et al., 2012). Of the TARPs, γ8 has highest expression in hippocampus, but appreciable expression is also observed in regions associated with nociceptive processing, including
ACC and SS cortices, sensory thalamus and the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (Tomita et al., 2003; Fukaya et al., 2006; Inamura et al., 2006; Menuz et al., 2009; Larsson M, 2013). In these nociceptive regions, $\gamma_2$ and $\gamma_3$ TARPs are also expressed at relatively high levels (Tomita et al., 2003). Ultrastructural analyses have demonstrated that $\gamma_2$ and $\gamma_8$ subunits are localized to postsynaptic densities of presumptive excitatory synapses in cortex (Inamura et al., 2006), whereas $\gamma_2$, $\gamma_3$, $\gamma_4$, $\gamma_7$ and $\gamma_8$ TARPs are expressed in spinal cord and $\gamma_8$ is highly expressed at postsynaptic sites to primary afferents onto dorsal horn neurons (Larsson M, 2013; Sullivan SJ, 2017). Collectively, these data suggest that $\gamma_8$-containing AMPA receptors may be important for establishing the activity-dependent sensitization of glutamatergic nociceptive inputs in spinal and supraspinal regions of the CNS.

Recently, a novel AMPA receptor antagonist, LY3130481, has been identified which selectively blocks TARP $\gamma_8$-containing AMPA receptors (Gardinier et al., 2016; Kato and Witkin, 2018). LY3130481 displays nanomolar potency for blockade of recombinant and native $\gamma_8$-containing AMPA receptors and $>100$-fold selectivity versus AMPA receptors associated with other $\gamma$ subunits or GluA subunits alone (Gardinier et al., 2016; Kato et al., 2016). The compound also has pharmacokinetic properties suitable for testing in vivo, including high oral bioavailability, modest intrinsic clearance and high CNS exposure (Gardinier et al., 2016; Kato et al., 2016). The present studies use LY3130481 to interrogate the hypothesis that selective blockade of $\gamma_8$-containing AMPA receptors can reduce glutamatergic synaptic transmission in CNS somatosensory pathways and attenuate nocifensive responses in animal models of hyperexcitable neurotransmission with reduced CNS side-effects.

2. Methods

2.1 Experimental Animals

All animal studies were reviewed and approved by the Lilly Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and conform to the Guidelines provided by the National Institutes of Health and the International Association for the Study of Pain. Animals were randomly assigned to treatment groups...
and experimenters performing behavioral scoring were blinded to treatment (drug or genotype) assignment. The same experimenter performed all studies for a given assay.

Depending on body weight, rats were either grouped-housed or pair-housed in large high-density plexiglass cages with bedding and enrichment. Mice were group-housed in high-density large mouse plexiglass cages with bedding and enrichment. Animals were maintained in temperature- and humidity-controlled rooms on a 12-/12-hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 6:00 a.m.) and ad libitum access to food and water unless otherwise specified. All behavioral testing was conducted between 7:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. during the light cycle. The testing room temperature was maintained at 21-23º C.

2.2 Formalin Assay

Male Sprague Dawley (SD) rats (186-240 g) were utilized for the rat formalin assay (Charles River, Portage, MI, USA). CD-1 lcr mice (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) (32-43 g) were utilized for the mouse formalin studies. For the transgenic studies, mice were generated at Taconic (Cambridge City, IN, USA) on a CD1 background, weighing 24-37 g at the time of testing. The $\gamma^8^{+/+}$ and $\gamma^8^{-/-}$ mice were age-matched. The formalin assay was performed in custom-made Plexiglas boxes, 22 x 22 x 20 cm for rats, 12.5 x 12.5 x 12.5 cm for mice. A mirror placed at the back of the cage allowed the unhindered observation of the formalin-injected paw. Rats were habituated to the chambers for at least 30 min prior to the experiment, mice were habituated for 60 minutes. LY3130481 was administered p.o. 30 min before the formalin challenge, tramadol (p.o., 1 hr) and carbamazepine (i.p., 30 min). A 5% formalin solution in 0.9% saline (injection volume of 50 µl for rats, 20 µl for mice) was injected subcutaneously into the dorsal lateral surface of one hind paw with a 27 gauge needle for rats and into the plantar surface of one hind paw for mice. Real-time observation began immediately after the formalin injection. Formalin-induced nocifensive responding was quantified by recording the number of seconds of each licking/biting event, binned in 5-minute intervals for 60 min after the formalin injection. Two phases of pain behavior were observed as previously described (Wheeler-Aceto H, 1990). The early phase started immediately after the formalin injection and lasted approximately 5 min, followed by the late phase that
started between minutes 10-15 with a maximal response typically observed around 25-35 min after the formalin injection. After the 60 min observation period, animals were sacrificed with CO₂ followed by cervical dislocation as a secondary measure.

The total time spent licking and biting the injected paw (Coderre TJ, 1993; Abbott FV, 1995) (was recorded; the early phase score was the sum of time spent licking in seconds from 0 to 5 min, the late phase score was obtained by adding the total number of seconds spent licking from minute 16 to minute 40 of the observation period for rats, minute 16 to minute 55 for mice. Data are presented as means with standard errors of means (± SEM), and were evaluated by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the appropriate contrasts analyzed by Dunnett’s t-test for two sided comparisons. Differences were considered to be significant if the p-value was less than 0.05.

2.3 Gait Assay

Female SD rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) (200-240 g) were utilized for the gait study. Rats were anesthetized with 4% isoflurane in oxygen and the rear right knee was shaved and sterilized with 70% ethanol. Injections were performed with a 27-gauge needle fitted with PE10 tubing such that 4 mm of the needle tip was exposed, thereby controlling injection depth. CFA (1 mg/ml concentration, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, Cat#: F-5881, lot#: 101k8927) was diluted with Freund’s Incomplete Adjuvant (IFA, MP Biomedicals LLC, catalog #: 642861, lot#: 07263) to form a 0.4 mg/ml suspension. Each rat received 20 μg CFA in a 50 μL injection.

The GaitScan (CleverSys Inc., Reston, VA) gait analysis system recorded and quantified gait features, and the experimental procedure was conducted as previously described (Adams BL, 2016). Briefly, the system consisted of a clear treadmill (ExerGait XL, Columbus Instruments, OH, USA) fitted with an angled mirror underneath. A high-speed camera (Basler, 100 fps) recorded the ventral view of a moving rat. An opaque green plexiglass box with a semi-transparent viewing window was positioned above the treadmill to house the animal. Video was captured by the BCam software program for 2000 frames per
animal for analysis. This color-based tracking system allowed maximal tracking of the paw, while excluding other body parts or shadows. Filters were applied to enable the analysis of multiple steps per animal. An a priori inclusion criterion of a minimum of 3 strides per rear limb was required for all studies.

Prior to CFA administration, rats were habituated to the treadmill for 60 s. The treadmill was slowly increased from 0 to 2 cm/s. After the animal moved forward and away from back wall twice, the speed was slowly increased to 4 cm/s. Infrequently, a cotton swab was inserted into the front of the treadmill to re-orient a rat that was excessively rearing or exploring the chamber, effectively returning the rat to a normal walking pattern. As well, a rounded ‘bumper’ was placed on the back wall to minimize any negative impact of contact while the rat was learning the forced ambulation paradigm. Once the animal walked consistently, trial speeds were increased in increments of 2-3 cm/s until the animal successfully ran at or near 16 cm/s. The animal was then placed back in the home cage.

Rats received a baseline gait session the day after CFA administration (Day 2). The next day, rats were randomly assigned to groups and received one of the following treatments 60 min prior to the test session: Vehicle, 1, 3, 10, or 30 mg/kg LY3130481, or 40 mg/kg Tramadol HCl (4 ml/kg). All compounds were orally administered at 10 mL/kg. For the baseline and test sessions, the treadmill speeds were slowly ramped from 0 to the target speed of 12-16 cm/s, depending on the ability of the individual rat. Filters in the analysis software were implemented to exclude instances of pausing, rearing, turning, riding back, or when the rat was touching the rear of the treadmill, thereby decreasing the variability in gait measures and allowing a more accurate representation of locomotion.

2.4 Spinal Nerve Ligation (SNL) Assay

Male Sprague Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) weighing 150-200 g at the time of surgery were acclimated for at least 4 days prior to surgery. Surgery was performed on Day 0 as described previously (Kim and Chung, 1992). Briefly, rats were placed under gas anesthesia using a mixture of
isoflurane (3% for induction, 2% for maintenance) and oxygen. Rats were placed in a prone position and the left paraspinal muscles were separated from the spinous processes at the L4-S2 levels. The L6 transverse process was carefully removed with a small rongeur to identify visually the L4-L6 spinal nerves. The left L5 and L6 spinal nerves were isolated and tightly ligated with 6-0 silk thread and the L4 spinal nerve is lightly tapped (up to 20 times) with a glass rod to produce adequate nerve injury. The muscle was then closed with 3-0 silk sutures, and wound clips were used to close superficial skin. After surgery, rats were returned to their home cages. As the surgery was conducted at Covance Laboratories (Greenfield, IN), the rats were shipped to Lilly Research Laboratories the day after surgery (day 1). A total of 33 rats underwent SNL surgery. On postoperative days 1, 3, 5, and 7, and weekly thereafter, the rat’s left hind paw was lightly tapped/brushed with an innocuous mechanical stimuli to prime the onset of hypersensitivity as previously described (Simmons et al., 2014). After priming, baseline hypersensitivity was evaluated using the up-down method of paw withdrawal in response to von Frey filaments with incremental bending forces (0.3-15g) as previously described (Chaplan et al., 1994). Any rat that did not reach the predetermined inclusion criterion of a baseline response of <2g in the paw ipsilateral to the ligation was not included in the drug study. Treatment assignment was block randomized based on body weight. During the drug study beginning 31 days after nerve ligation surgery, rats were place in elevated observation chambers with wire mesh floor and allowed an acclimation period of 10-20 minutes before testing. Rats were administered vehicle, LY3130481, or the positive control gabapentin per os (p.o.), and tactile hypersensitivity was evaluated 0.5, 1 and 1.5 hours after administration. Dosing was continued for 4 more days, and hypersensitivity was again evaluated at 0.5 and 1 hour post-administration. All behavioral studies were conducted by a blinded observer. Data are expressed as the threshold force required to elicit a response (grams) and are expressed as means ± S.E.M. Statistical analysis was performed using JMP 8.0 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and were evaluated by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the appropriate contrasts analyzed by the Dunnett t-test for two-sided comparisons. Values of p< 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
2.5 Drug Treatments for In Vivo Studies

LY3130481 was prepared at 3 mg/ml for rats and at 0.5 or 1 mg/ml for mice by dissolving the compound in DMSO (5% of total volume), adding 10% Acacia and 0.05% Antifoam (Fisher Scientific, Custom Vehicles, Lot: 072012), and vortexing until solubilized for the formalin, rotorod and gait assays. The compound was serially diluted if needed and dosed at 10 ml/kg. For in vivo electrophysiological studies, LY3130481 was dissolved in 20% Captisol in water and sonicated for 45 min in a warm water bath.

GYKI52466 was synthesized at Eli Lilly. For the formalin and rotorod studies, GYKI52466 was prepared at 3 mg/ml in milliQ water and bath sonicated until solubilized. The compound was serially diluted if needed and dosed at 10 ml/kg i.p. For in vivo electrophysiological studies, GYKI52466 was dissolved in 0.9% saline and sonicated for 30 min in warm bath prior to i.v. administration via the jugular vein.

Tramadol HCl (Teva Pharmaceuticals) was prepared by sonicating crushed tablets in a 1% hydroxyethylcellulose, 0.25% Tween 80 and 0.05% Dow antifoam (HEC) for the gait study and in MilliQ water for the rat formalin study to form a suspension with the assumption that each tablet contained 50 mg of active drug. Rats were dosed 40 mg/kg (p.o.) in a dose volume of 4 mL/kg. Pre-treatment times were 1 hr prior to testing in the formalin and gait assays.

Gabapentin (Neurontin®, 400 mg capsules) was purchased from Capital Wholesale Drug Co (Columbus, OH). A 12.5 mg/ml suspension of Gabapentin was prepared by dissolving the contents of a 400 mg Neurontin® capsule in 32 mls of vehicle (Milli-Q (Millipore) water), and dosed at 75 mg/kg.

All drugs used for in vivo studies were prepared fresh daily.

2.6 Pharmacokinetics
Male, SD rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) weighing 250-270 gm and fasted for at least 12 hr were dosed p.o. with LY3130481 (3 mg/kg in a 10 mL/kg dose volume) or i.v. 1 mg/kg in a 1 mL/kg dose volume. The vehicle solutions for oral and intravenous delivery were Acacia, antifoam and propylene glycol or polyethylene glycol 400 80% v/v and N-methylpyrrolidone 20% v/v, respectively. Plasma samples (75-250 uL) were collected via cannulation of the femoral artery at time points of 0, 0.08, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 8, 12, and 24 hr post-dosing. Samples were placed into vials containing EDTA on ice, centrifuged and stored at ≤ -20° C for later HPLC analysis.

### 2.7 Receptor Occupancy

Male SD rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) (200-240 g) were utilized for the receptor occupancy studies. Food and water were provided ad libitum but food was removed approximately 12 hr prior to p.o. administration. Rats (n=3-4) were administered either vehicle alone (10% acacia with 0.05% antifoam in purified water) or LY3130481 (0.1-30 mg/kg) via oral gavage in a dose volume of 10 mL/kg. Thirty minutes after receiving vehicle or compound they received i.v. administration of nonlabeled tracer (LY3075449, 3 μg/kg in 25% hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextran, 0.5 ml/kg dose volume) in the lateral tail vein. Rats were sacrificed by cervical dislocation forty min after nonlabeled tracer administration. Brains were removed and the hippocampus and cerebellum were dissected, weighed and placed in conical centrifuge tubes on ice. The remaining brain and plasma were provided for compound exposure analyses.

Four volumes (w/v) of acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid was added to each tube containing hippocampal or cerebellar tissue. Samples were then homogenized using an ultrasonic probe and centrifuged using a benchtop centrifuge at 14,000 rpm for 20 min. Supernatant was diluted with sterile water and analyzed for nonlabeled tracer concentration using LC/MS/MS. Standards were prepared by adding known quantities of the nonlabeled tracer to brain tissue samples from non-treated rats and processing as described above.
Receptor occupancy was calculated using the ratio method (Chernet et al., 2005; Barth et al., 2006) using the following equation:

\[ 100 \times \frac{1 - \frac{\text{Ratio}_t - 1}{\text{Ratio}_c - 1}}{\text{Ratio}_t - 1} = \% \text{ occupancy} \]

Ratio refers to the ratio of nonlabeled tracer concentration measured in the hippocampus (total binding region) to the nonlabeled tracer concentration measured in the cerebellum (null binding region). \( \text{Ratio}_t \) is the ratio determined in each animal treated with LY3130481 and \( \text{Ratio}_c \) is the average ratio in the vehicle treated animals.

2.8 Quantitative PCR

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) measured expression of TARPs, also known as calcium channel auxiliary gamma subunits, Cacng2 (TARP \( \gamma_2 \)), Cacng3 (TARP \( \gamma_3 \)), Cacng8 (TARP \( \gamma_8 \)), and Gria1 (GluA1) at mRNA level in cerebellum, lumbar of spinal cord, frontal cortex and hippocampus from male SD rats weighing 230-240 g and male CD-1 mice weighing 25-40 g. Total RNA was isolated from rat or mouse tissues using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific/Invitrogen, Lenexa, KS). The isolated RNA was reversely converted to cDNA using SuperScript III kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Lenexa, KS). In brief, 2 µl of total RNA (250 ng/µl) was mixed with 10 µl of 2X Reaction mix, 2 µl of RT Enzyme and 6 µl of nuclease-free water. The reverse transcription reaction was conducted at 25°C for 10 min followed by 50°C for 30 min and 85°C for 5 min. After chilling on ice, 1 µl of RNase H was added into each reaction and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 20 min. The cDNA was diluted four times with nuclease-free water. The qPCR reaction was performed by mixing 2.5 µl of diluted cDNA with 2 µl of Nuclease-free water, 5 µl of TaqMan gene expression master mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific/Applied Biosystems, Lenexa, KS) and 0.5 µl of qPCR primer/probe mix of each gene (Thermo Fisher Scientific/Applied Biosystems, Lenexa, KS, rat Hypoxanthine Phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (Hprt1), Rn01527840; rat Cacng2, Rn00584355; rat Cacng3, Rn00589900; rat Cacng8, Rn00589915, rat Gria1, Rn00709588; mouse Hprt1, Mm00446968; mouse Cacng2, Mm00432248; mouse Cacng3, Mm00517091; mouse
Cacng8, Mm00519222; mouse Gria1, Mm00433753). Data for each of the genes were replicated 3 times. The qPCR reaction was conducted with Quant Studio 7 Flex with pre-set relative qPCR program. The Ct value was calculated with a fixed threshold at 0.2 for all targets. \( \Delta Ct \) was calculated as \( \Delta Ct = Ct_{\text{gene}} - Ct_{\text{Hprt1}} \). Data presented in graphs are relative expression to Hprt1 (or hippocampus), expressed as \( \Delta\Delta Ct = \Delta Ct_{\text{gene}} - \Delta Ct_{\text{normalizer}} \) (Hprt1 or hippocampus).

2.9 In Vitro Electrophysiology

**Transfected Cell Preparation:** The experimental procedure follows a previous report [20]. Briefly, human cDNAs encoding the flip-splice variant of GluA1 AMPA receptor principal subunits (GluA1i) (160 ng), TARP / CNIH-2 auxiliary subunits (40 ng), and a GFP (800 ng) driven by CMV promoter were mixed, and then incubated for 20 min with 100 \( \mu l \) of DMEM without serum or antibiotics containing 3 \( \mu l \) of Fugene 6 (Promega Biosciences, Madison, WI) for 25 min at room temperature. The plasmid DNA – Fugene 6 complex was added onto HEK 293T (1 x 10^6 cell/35 mm dish) cultured in DMEM + fetal bovine serum (10%) + penicillin / streptomycin (10 U/ml). When introducing multiple auxiliary subunit cDNAs into the cells at various ratios, we kept the total amount of the auxiliary subunit cDNAs at 40 ng. The cells were trypsinized one day after transfection and seeded on coverslips at 1:30 dilution to keep the cell density sparse enough to pick up single cells for the patch-clamp electrophysiological recording performed after over-night incubation. Electrophysiological recordings were performed after over-night incubation. To reduce the cytotoxicity by the AMPA receptor / auxiliary subunit expression, transfectants were cultured with NBQX (20 \( \mu M \)) until recording. Also, the transfection marker, a GFP-expressing plasmid was added at high ratio (80% weight of transfected DNA) compared to AMPA receptor / auxiliary subunit cDNAs.

**Acutely Isolated Neuronal Preparations:** This procedure is as previously described (Kato et al., 2016). Briefly, neurons were acutely isolated from cortical (ACC and SS), hippocampal, cerebellar, or spinal cord (dorsal half) taken from SD rats, CD1 or its congenic \( \gamma 8 \) -/- mice (2-3 weeks postnatal). Tissue slices including the region(s) of interest were cut using a Vibroslice (Campden Instruments, London or...
Leica, Milton Keynes, UK) in ice-cold slicing solution (concentrations in mM): NaCl 124, NaHCO₃ 26, KCl 3, glucose 10, CaCl₂ 0.5, MgCl₂ 4 with 300-305 mOsm and oxygenated with 95% O₂ and 5% CO₂. Slices were then incubated at 30–34°C in a modified carbogenated recording solution (concentrations in mM): NaCl 124, NaHCO₃ 26, KCl 3, glucose 10, CaCl₂ 2.3, MgCl₂ 1.3 with 300-305 mOsm for 30 min. The tissue was then incubated in a HEPES-buffered Hank’s balanced salt solution containing protease 1 mg/ml Type XIV (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO Aldrich) and maintained at 37°C with saturated 95% O₂, 5% CO₂. Following the incubation period, the brain regions were rinsed three times with trituration solution (concentrations in mM): Isethionic acid sodium salt 140, KCl 2, MgCl₂ 4.0, CaCl₂ 0.1, glucose 23, HEPES 15, pH 7.4, 300 mOsm, and cells were dissociated by trituration using fire-polished Pasteur pipettes. Hippocampal or cortical pyramidal neurons were identified by their triangle shape. Purkinje cells were identified by their large, round soma.

**Tissue Slice Preparations:** The brain or spinal cord was quickly removed and placed in an oxygenated, ice-cold beaker of slicing solution which contained (concentrations in mM): 110 NaCl; 10 MgCl₂; 2 KCl; 26 NaHCO₃; 1.25 NaH₂PO₄; 0.5 CaCl₂; 10 HEPES and 15 glucose (pH adjusted to 7.45 with NaOH, osmolarity was 308–312 mOsm, oxygenated with 95% O₂ and 5% CO₂). After cooling in slicing solution for 2–3 min, the whole brain or lumbar region of the spinal cord was blocked (portions of anterior and posterior tissue removed) using a razor blade and then glued to the microslicer tray using cyanoacrylate. (spinal cord was embedded in low gelling temperature agar). The tray containing the blocked and mounted tissue was filled with oxygenated, ice-cold slicing solution and serial, coronal sections were cut at a thickness of 300 μm. Once all slices were cut, they were placed in a larger recovery chamber containing oxygenated slicing solution at room temperature (18 to 20°C). The recovery chamber was in a large water bath which was initially at room temperature. Another slice keeper was placed into the water bath that contained aCSF composed of (in mM): 115 NaCl; 1.5 MgCl₂; 4 KCl; 26 NaHCO₃ ; 1.25 NaH₂PO₄; 10 HEPES; 1 CaCl₂ and 15 glucose at pH 7.45, oxygenated with carbogen gas and osmolarity of 305 to 310 mOsm. The water bath was then turned on and the temperature was monitored inside the slice keeper. The recovery chamber temperature was allowed to reach 35 ± 0.4°C for a period
of approximately 30 minutes, after which the brain or spinal cord slices were transferred to the slice keeper containing the aCSF (which was at approximately the same temperature). Approximately 15 minutes after the slice transfer, the water bath was turned off and the slice keeper containing aCSF was allowed to slowly return to room temperature (18 to 20°C). Slices were used for recording after returning to approximately 32°C. The optimal total recovery time for the brain slices was approximately 2 to 2.5 hours.

**Patch-clamp Recording:** Electrophysiological recordings were made using boroscilicate glass electrodes having 2-5 MΩ resistances. For recordings from transfected cells or acutely isolated neuron, all cells were voltage-clamped at -80 mV and data were collected and digitized using Axoclamp 200B and Clampex software and hardware (Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). For whole-cell recordings, the transfected HEK 293T cells were bathed in an external solution (concentrations in mM): NaCl 120.0, BaCl₂ 5.0, MgCl₂ 1.0, CsCl 20.0, glucose 10.0, HEPES 10.0; pH = 7.4 ± 0.3, containing 3-(2-Carboxypiperazin-4-yl)propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP) 0.1 and TTX 0.3 to block NMDA and voltage-dependent sodium channels, respectively. One of two electrode solutions were used (concentrations in mM): N-methyl-D glucamine 160, MgCl₂ 4, Na-HEPES 40 pH 7.4, phosphocreatine 12, Na₂-ATP 2.0, pH7.2 ± 0.02 adjusted by H₂SO₄, or (concentrations in mM) CsMeSO₄ 135, NaCl 8, HEPES 10, EGTA 0.3, Mg-ATP 4, Na-GTP 0.3. For some neuronal recordings, QX314 1 was added to the internal solution to block voltage-dependent sodium channels. The transfected HEK293T cell or the acutely isolated neuron was lifted and perfused with ligand-containing external solution from a sixteen-barrel glass capillary pipette array positioned 100-200 μm from the cells. Each gravity-driven perfusion barrel was connected to a syringe positioned approximately 30 cm above the recording chamber. The solutions were switched by sliding the pipette array with an exchange rate of less than 20 ms. Agonists and LY3130481 were applied where indicated.

The potency and efficacy of LY3130481 was calculated by measuring the amplitude I<sub>Glu Steady-state</sub> in the presence of LY3130481 normalized by I<sub>Glu Steady-state</sub> in the absence of LY3130481 to yield a relative
The steady-state value and plotted as a function of compound concentration ($\log_{10}[LY3130481]$). The average and SEM of $\log_{10}IC_{50}$ and efficacy ($I_{max}$) were calculated using the pooled relative $I_{\text{Glu \ Steady-state}}$ values recorded from 3-6 cells using a three-parameter sigmoidal curve fitting function (Prism 7, GraphPad Software Inc.). For each cell, 5-6 concentrations of LY3130481 were applied. For curve-fitting purposes, a zero-drug value, i.e. relative $I_{\text{Glu \ Steady-state}}$ without LY3130481 = 1, at $[LY3130481] = 1 \times 10^{-13}$ M, was included 3 log units below the lowest LY3130481 concentration tested. No constraints were applied to either the bottom or top values for curve fitting, so the calculated IC$_{50}$ is relative IC$_{50}$ and represents the concentration at the midpoint between the top and bottom plateau. The Hill coefficient ($nH$) was set to -1 because of the non-cooperative property of LY3130481.

For recordings from brain slices, tissue was placed in a superfusion chamber mounted on a Nikon Eclipse FN-1 microscope. Neurons within the region of interest were visualized using IR/DIC water immersion optics. The external solution contained (concentrations in mM): 115 NaCl; 1.5 MgCl$_2$; 5 KCl; 26 NaHCO$_3$; 1.25 NaH$_2$PO$_4$; 10 HEPES; 2 CaCl$_2$ and 15 glucose at pH 7.45, oxygenated with 95% O$_2$ and 5% CO$_2$ and osmolarity of 300–305 mOsm. The tissue slice in the chamber was continually superfused at a rate of 3 mL/min with oxygenated recording solution (18–20 °C). Compound containing solutions were applied to the slice via whole chamber superfusion. Glass recording electrodes were filled with (in mM): 130 K-gluconate; 5 NaCl; 2 MgCl$_2$; 10 HEPES; 2 MgATP; 0.2 NaGTP at pH 7.2 and osmolarity adjusted to 300 mOsm and had a resistance of 3 – 6 MΩ.

The whole-cell variant of the patch-clamp technique was used to record from visualized neurons and initial access resistance (Ra) was evaluated in voltage-clamp mode before switching to current clamp mode. Bipolar stimulating electrodes were placed near the recording electrode to evoke AMPA receptor-dependent excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) from ACC neurons or on the attached dorsal root to elicit responses from spinal neurons in the superficial laminae of the dorsal horn. Constant current single stimulation pulses (100 μs, 50–500 μA) were delivered with a 20 s interstimulus interval. EPSPs were amplified with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA),
digitized and acquired using Clampex software (Version 10, Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, Inc.). Once the EPSP was stable in recording solution only, slices were superfused with recording solution containing 10 µM bicuculline (bicuculline methochloride, Tocris 0130, mw = 440.37, batch 33A/124812), 50 µM APV (DL-APV, Tocris 0105, mw = 197.13, batch 28A/98113) and 1 µM strychnine (spinal cord slice only, Sigma S8753, mw = 370.87) to block the GABA, NMDA and Glycine (in spinal cord slice) components of the EPSP, respectively, leaving only the AMPA mediated EPSP. Once the AMPA mediated EPSP was stable, a single concentration (300 nM, or 3 µM) of the TDAA 3130481 (mw = 382.44, ref. L37-H71437-028) dissolved in recording solution containing bicuculline, strychnine and APV, was superfused over the slice for 60 minutes. At the end of the 3130481 exposure period the non-TARP dependent AMPA antagonist, GYKI 53784 (303070, mw = 352.39, ref. MN3-E07803-030) was applied at 50 µM to show that the EPSP was completely AMPA mediated. Due to the extended time of the exposure to 3130481 during the experiment a separate series of experiments were performed in order to determine the effect of time on the magnitude of the electrically evoked EPSP in which all solutions were the same except 3130481 was absent. The bicuculline/APV/strychnine solution and all compound containing solutions contained 0.1 to 0.2% DMSO.

The data from these experiments was analyzed in two different ways. First, the peak amplitude of the EPSPs was measured for the entire experimental duration. The EPSP amplitude as plotted against time and an exponential smoothing algorithm was used to smooth the trending line of the plot. The smoothed data was then converted to a percentage of the experimental baseline time period average and then individual experiment time points were averaged and SEMs determined. In the second analysis method the EPSP traces were analyzed for peak amplitude values by averaging at least five traces at the end of each treatment period and then converting that average value to a percentage of the experimental baseline time point. All parameters were analyzed using Clampfit v10 and data were compiled and summarized (means and SEMs calculated) using Excel. Plotting of the data and statistical analysis of the processed data was performed using GraphPad Prism 7.
2.10 In Vivo Electrophysiology

Male SD rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) (200-240 g) were utilized. Electrophysiological recordings were performed in rats anesthetized with 1.5 g/kg of urethane. Catheters were inserted into the jugular vein and carotid artery, to administer drugs and monitor blood pressure, respectively. Mean arterial blood pressure was monitored continuously and was maintained at >80 mmHg, and body temperature was maintained at 37ºC using a thermoprobe. Rats were mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus, and the lumbar enlargement was exposed via laminectomy (T12-L3). Following removal of the dura, the exposed spinal cord was kept moist with a small amount of artificial cerebrospinal fluid. A tungsten microelectrode (1MΩ, FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) was inserted into the spinal cord at level L4–L5 and advanced using a microdrive system (Burleigh, Fisher, NY) in 10 µm increments. Once a single-unit was isolated from background activity, the action potentials were monitored continuously by an analog signal delay unit and displayed on a storage oscilloscope after initial amplification through a low-noise AC differential amplifier. The electrophysiological activity was processed through a window discriminator and counted using the Spike2/CED 1401 data acquisition program (Cambridge Electronic Design Ltd., Cambridge, England). Single spinal dorsal horn sensory neurons were identified by brushing and mild pinching of the hind paw, and the receptive fields located on the plantar surface of the hind paw were then mapped using von Frey filaments. Only wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons were recorded in the present study. After a WDR neuron was identified, a pair of fine needles was inserted into the receptive field to deliver electrical stimulation. The threshold for action potential generation was determined by delivering single electrical pulses (2 ms duration) of increasing intensity. Wind up of WDR spike discharge was evoked by delivering a train of stimulation pulses (16 pulses in 32 s, 0.5 Hz, 2 ms duration). Control responses were determined as the average of two consistent responses 10 min apart to stimulation of the receptive field. Wind-up discharge was calculated using methods similar to those described previously (Bee and Dickenson, 2009). The input value was defined as number of action potentials evoked by the first of 16 stimulation pulses. The wind-up response was calculated by measuring the total cumulative number of action potential discharges evoked by the 16
stimulation pulses minus the input value. The effects of i.v. administration of vehicle, LY3130481 (1, 3, 10 mg/kg cumulative dosing) or GYKI52466 (6 mg/kg) on the wind-up discharge of WDR spinal sensory neurons were evaluated. Electrical stimulation pulses were delivered every 10 min to yield data points for 10 and 20 min post drug. At the conclusion of the experiments, rats were euthanized with urethane followed by cervical dislocation.

2.11 Autoradiography

Cohorts of $\gamma$8$^{-/-}$ mice were obtained from Prof. Roger Nicoll (University of California, San Francisco) and bred at a contract breeder (Taconic, Cambridge City, IN, USA). A detailed description of the generation of the $\gamma$8$^{-/-}$ mouse line was published by Rouach et al. (2005). For these experiments, male $\gamma$8$^{+/+}$ and $\gamma$8$^{-/-}$ mice weighing 25-30 g were sacrificed by rapid decapitation and their brains quickly removed and frozen on dry ice. On the day of sectioning, frozen tissue was mounted on cryostat chucks and equilibrated to cryostat temperature of -20º C (object temperature approximately -16º C). Frozen sections of 12 $\mu$m were cut and thaw-mounted on gelatin-coated slides. Sections were allowed to dry at room temperature and then stored at -80º C in sealed containers. Slide-mounted tissue sections were thawed to room temperature before removal from the sealed containers, labeled with a scriber pen, pre-incubated at room temperature in assay buffer for 15 min to remove endogenous receptor ligands, and then dried completely under a stream of cool air. Sections were incubated on ice for 2 hrs in 20 mM HEPES, 400 mM NaCl and 10 mM MgCl containing 3 nM $[^3]$H]-LY3074158, which corresponds to $[^3]$H]-compound 3 in our previous report (Lee et al., 2017), with and without 10 $\mu$M LY3187358 for nonspecific binding. Following incubation, the sections were rinsed twice by immersing in ice-cold assay buffer for 5 min, followed by a final quick rinse in ice-cold purified water, then dried under a stream of warm air. Slides were placed in film cassettes with Fuji BAS-TR2025 phosphoimaging plates and exposed for an empirically determined duration. Radioactive standards calibrated with known amounts of $[^3]$H (American Radiolabelled Chemicals, Inc. ARC-0123), were co-exposed with each plate. Autoradiogram analysis was performed using a computer-assisted image analyzer (MCID7.0; Imaging
Research Inc., St. Catherines, Ontario). Images were colorized using the MCID software, and stored as TIFF files.

2.12 Membrane Microtransplantation into Xenopus Oocytes

Frozen samples of human spinal cord, cortex and cerebellum were obtained from Tissue Solutions (Clydebank, Scotland) and Analytical Biological Services Inc. (Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.). Samples were from control donors. Brain samples were kept frozen at -80°C and transport of the samples took place on dry ice. Membrane preparations from these tissues were prepared according to the method developed and described by (Miledi et al., 2002; Miledi et al., 2006; Eusebi et al., 2009; Kato et al., 2016). In short, 0.1–0.5 g of tissue was homogenized in ice-cold glycine buffer (concentrations in mM: 200 glycine, 150 NaCl, 50 EGTA, 50 EDTA, 300 sucrose) to which 10 μL protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added per ml glycine buffer. The homogenate was centrifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 9500 g. The supernatant was subsequently centrifuged at 4°C for 2 hr at 100,000 g with an ultra-centrifuge and the pellet was re-suspended in ice-cold assay buffer (5 mM glycine). The protein concentration of the membrane preparations was measured using the Pierce BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA) and was ~3 mg/ml. Aliquots of the suspensions were kept at -80°C and were thawed just before injection into Xenopus oocytes.

Xenopus oocytes (stage V-VI) were removed from schedule I sacrificed frogs and defolliculated after treatment with collagenase type I (5 mg/ml calcium-free Barth’s solution) for 4 h at room temperature. 60 nl of membrane suspension was injected per oocyte using a Drummond variable volume microinjector (Broomall, PA, U.S.A.). After injection, oocytes were incubated at 18°C in a modified Barth’s solution containing (concentrations in mM): NaCl 88, KCl 1, NaHCO3 2.4, Ca(NO3)2 0.3, CaCl2 0.41, MgSO4 0.82 , HEPES 15 and 50 mg/l neomycin (pH 7.6 with NaOH; osmolarity 235 mOsm). Experiments were performed on oocytes after 2-5 days of incubation.

Oocytes were placed in a recording chamber (internal diameter 3 mm), which was continuously perfused with a saline solution (concentrations in mM): NaCl 115, KCl 2.5, CaCl2 1.8, MgCl2 1, HEPES
10, pH 7.3 with NaOH, 235 mOsm) at a rate of approximately 10 ml/min. Dilutions of drugs in external saline were prepared immediately before the experiments and applied by switching between control and drug-containing saline using a BPS-8 solution exchange system (ALA Scientific Inc., Westbury, NY, U.S.A.). Oocytes were impaled by two microelectrodes filled with 3 M KCl (0.5 – 2.5 MΩ) and voltage-clamped using a Geneclamp 500B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, U.S.A.). The external saline was clamped at ground potential by means of a virtual ground circuit using an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt/Ir current-passing electrode. The membrane potential was held at -60 mV. The current needed to keep the oocyte’s membrane at the holding potential was measured. Membrane currents were low-pass filtered (four-pole low-pass Bessel filter, -3 dB at 10 Hz), digitized (50 Hz), and stored on disc for offline computer analysis. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Experiments were performed at room temperature.

For the inhibition curve, currents were evoked by switching from control solution to a solution containing 100 μM AMPA and 30 μM cyclothiazide (CTZ). After 5 min of AMPA/CTZ perfusion the solution was switched to AMPA/CTZ plus various concentrations of LY3130481 for 5 min. The amount of inhibition was calculated from the current amplitude at the end of LY3130481 application and the current amplitude of the AMPA/CTZ response just before LY3130481 application.

The concentration-inhibition curve was fitted according to the Hill equation. Curve fitting was performed using Graphpad Prism 3.01 software (San Diego, CA, USA).

3. Results

3.1 Recombinant AMPA Receptors

Previous studies have found that LY3130481 potently and selectivity blocks AMPA receptors containing γ8 subunits compared to AMPA receptors associated with other TARPs or without auxiliary proteins (Gardinier et al., 2016; Kato et al., 2016). This γ8-specificity is not dependent on GluA subunit subtype (1-4), heteromeric configurations, or splice variation (Kato et al., 2016). Here, we extend these
findings by examining the effects of varying the transfection ratios of γ8 with other TARPs that are predominantly expressed in spinal (γ2) and cortical neurons (γ3) involved in pain signaling. The effects of LY3130481 were evaluated on HEK cells heterologously expressing GluA1i and γ8 alone or in combination with different ratios of γ8 and γ2 or γ3. Results showed that LY3130481 (0.001-30 μM) had no appreciable effect on the glutamate-evoked (1 mM) responses of GluA1i receptors expressed alone that were marked by a fast inward current that rapidly desensitized to a small steady-state level (Fig. 1A). Co-expression with any of the TARP subunits increased the amplitude of the glutamate-evoked desensitized current, and for γ8-containing receptors, the current displayed a unique response characterized by a gradual increase in amplitude associated with prolonged glutamate application (Kato et al., 2010) (Fig. 1A and Supplemental Fig. 1). This response has previously been described as “resensitization” (Kato et al., 2010; Gill et al., 2011; Gill et al., 2012), although the mechanism is not known. Consistent with prior reports (Gardinier et al., 2016; Kato et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2017), LY3130481 potently and selectively blocked γ8-containing GluA1i receptors with an IC50 of 6.6 nM, (n=5), while having minimal to no effect on GluA1i receptors co-expressed with γ2 or γ3 subunits or CNIH-2 (Fig. 1 Supplemental Fig.1 and Supplemental Table 1) up to a concentration of 10 μM. The γ8-selectivity of LY3130481 contrasted with the effects of the non-selective AMPA antagonist, GYKI52466 which was equally potent and efficacious at blocking glutamate-evoked currents from γ2- (n=5) or γ8-containing (n=4) AMPA receptors (Fig. 2A, B and Supplemental Table 2). As well, co-transfection of γ2 with γ8 at a ratio of 1:1 or 10:1 (n=5) had no effect on the activity of GYKI52466 relative to that of either transfectant alone (Fig. 2A, B and Supplemental Table 2).

Additional studies previously have demonstrated that LY3130481 has minimal to no effect as either an antagonist or positive allosteric modulator on related ionotropic glutamate receptors, including GluK2, GluN1/GluN2A, GluN1/GluN2B or metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR), mGluR1,2,3,4,5 and 8 (Kato et al., 2016). Moreover, LY3130481 does not have appreciable binding to 19 additional
targets, including neurotransmitter receptors, ion channels and transporters (Kato et al., 2016). Taken together, these data demonstrate that LY3130481 is highly selective for \( \gamma_8 \)-containing AMPA receptors.

The effect of modifying TARP transfection ratios was next evaluated by co-transfecting GluA1i with different ratios of cDNAs encoding \( \gamma_8 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) or \( \gamma_3 \). Varying the \( \gamma_2: \gamma_8 \) ratio from 0:1 to 10:1 produced a marked decrease in the potency and maximal efficacy (as measured at 10 \( \mu \)M) of LY3130481 in blocking glutamate-evoked currents (Fig. 1A, B and Supplemental Table 1). The potency decreased by \( \sim 270 \)-fold from an IC\(_{50}\) of 6.6 nM (\( \gamma_8 \) alone) to 1800 (n=6) nM (10:1) and the maximal efficacy was reduced from >90% to \( \sim 50 \)% (Fig. 1B and Supplemental Table 1). Co-transfection of \( \gamma_2 \) and \( \gamma_8 \) cDNAs at different ratios with GluA1i produced an attenuation of the resensitization of inward current in response to prolonged glutamate application. Indeed, even a \( \gamma_2: \gamma_8 \) ratio of 1:3 effectively suppressed resensitization despite having modest effects on the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 (Fig. 1A, B and Supplemental Fig. 1A). When potency and efficacy were plotted as a function of the percentage of resensitization, results showed that most of the \( \gamma_2/ \gamma_8 \) co-transfectants displayed no resenstization, but were potently and efficaciously blocked by LY3130481 (Supplemental Fig. 1A). These data suggest that \( \gamma_2 \) and \( \gamma_8 \) TARPs can co-assemble into functional AMPA receptors which display a range of sensitivity to LY3130481 that is dependent on the relative transfection stoichiometries of the two subunits.

Although altering the ratio of \( \gamma_3: \gamma_8 \) also decreased the potency and maximal efficacy of LY3130481 on GluA1i currents, the magnitude of these shifts was significantly smaller than for \( \gamma_2 \) co-transfectants. For example, a ratio of \( \gamma_3: \gamma_8 \) of 10:1 shifted the potency of LY3130481 by approximately 7-fold (IC\(_{50}\) = 42 nM, n=6) compared to \( \gamma_8 \) alone and the efficacy was reduced to 72.8 % (n=6) (Fig. 1A, C and Supplemental Table 1). Similar to \( \gamma_2 \) co-transfectants, \( \gamma_3 \) suppressed the resensitization response of \( \gamma_8 \)-containing GluA1i receptors in a steeply ratio-dependent manner, indicating that \( \gamma_3 \) subunits can co-assemble with \( \gamma_8 \) into functional receptors having a range of responses to LY3130481 (Fig. 1A, Supplemental Fig 1B). The attenuation of \( \gamma_8 \)-dependent
resensitization by co-transfection with γ2 or γ3 is reminiscent of that with CNIH-2 (Supplemental Fig. 1C) (Kato et al., 2010). Thus, while shifts in potency and maximal efficacy of LY3130481 on GluA1i currents were dependent on the ratio of co-transfection of these other auxiliary subunits with γ8, the magnitude of the shifts were greatest when γ2 was combined with γ8.

The effect of TARP transfection ratios on the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 was also evident on putative heteromeric receptor complexes. For example, LY3130481 was highly potent and efficacious in suppressing glutamate-evoked currents from cells co-transfected with γ8 in combination with GluA1i and GluA2i (Supplemental Fig. 2A, B and Supplemental Table 3). In GluA1i/GluA2i-containing cells, γ8 expression produced a resensitization of the glutamate-evoked response. Similar to GluA1i receptors, co-transfection of γ2 and γ8 in increasing ratios in GluA1i/GluA2i-containing cells blocked resensitization and markedly shifted the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 (Supplemental Fig. 2A, B, Supplemental Table 3). Additional studies showed that although the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 were reduced in cells co-transfected with γ8 and GluA2i and GluA3i compared to homomeric GluA1i or GluA1i/GluA2i-containing cells (Supplemental Fig. 2C, D), similar shifts of LY3130481 activity were observed with co-transfection of γ2 and γ8 in increasing ratios in GluA2i/GluA3i-containing cells (Supplemental Fig. 2D and Supplemental Table 4).

3.2 Native AMPA Receptors

The alterations in potency and efficacy of LY3130481 produced by varying the transfection ratio of γ8 with other auxiliary subunits suggests that the compound will differentially affect native AMPA receptors in CNS neurons, depending on their levels of γ8 expression. Initial studies investigated the relative expression of mRNA for γ2, γ3 and γ8 TARPs and the GluA1 subunit quantified by RT-qPCR in samples from in frontal cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum and spinal cord of rats. Consistent with previous reports (Tomita et al., 2003), γ2, γ3 and γ8 expression were highest in cerebellum, frontal cortex and
hippocampus, respectively (Fig. 3A-D). Within spinal cord, γ8 and γ2 mRNAs were expressed at relatively low levels, but higher than γ3 mRNA. In frontal cortex, γ8 mRNA abundance was greater than γ3 and γ2 expression. The mRNA GluA1 subunit had a rank order of expression from highest to lowest in hippocampus, cerebellum, frontal cortex and spinal cord by qPCR (data not shown).

The relative expression of γ2, γ3 and γ8 mRNA in hippocampus, frontal cortex, cerebellum and spinal cord found in the present studies is consistent with the heterogeneous protein expression levels of these subunits in brain and spinal cord described previously (Larsson M, 2013; Sullivan SJ, 2017). With respect to the expression of these TARPs in spinal cord, the modest levels of γ8 mRNA were somewhat unexpected given the previous immunohistochemical studies (Larsson M, 2013) though see Sullivan et al. (Sullivan SJ, 2017). To clarify the distribution of γ8 binding sites in brain and spinal cord, we leveraged a radiolabeled version [3H]-LY3074158 (Compound 3 in (Lee et al., 2017), a close congener of LY3130481. In functional assays examining glutamate-stimulated calcium flux, LY3074158 was inactive at GluA1i receptors alone or co-expressed with γ2, but highly potent at blocking GluA1i receptors co-expressed with γ8 (IC50 = 15.7 ± 10.2 nM, n=30 mean ± SEM). In addition, [3H]-LY3074158 displayed high affinity (KD=4 nM) for hippocampal AMPA receptors in binding assays. Together, these data confirm the potency and selectivity of LY3074158 for recombinant and native γ8-associated AMPA receptors.

Autoradiograms were generated showing total binding of [3H]-LY3074158 in tissue slices from brain and spinal cord of γ8+/+ and γ8-/- mice. Consistent with the present qPCR results and previous in situ hybridization, immunohistochemical and radio-ligand binding studies (Tomita et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2017; Sullivan SJ, 2017), [3H]-LY3074158 binding was highest in hippocampus, moderate in cortex, lower in spinal cord and at background levels in cerebellum (Fig. 3 E-H, K). The γ8-specific binding of [3H]-LY3074158 was determined from autoradiograms from γ8-/- mice and revealed a large reduction in hippocampus and a smaller, but significant reduction in spinal cord, consistent with expected levels of
γ8 protein expression (Fig. 3K). For comparison, the relative γ8 mRNA expression from in situ hybridization studies (Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007)) is presented in Fig. 3 I,J.

The functional consequences of the heterogeneous expression of TARPs were next investigated on neurons isolated from four distinct CNS regions. In agreement with previous studies (Kato et al., 2016), the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 were greatest on AMPA responses from acutely isolated hippocampal pyramidal neurons (IC50 = 27 nM, Imax = 85%, n=3) (Fig. 4 A, B, Supplemental Table 3) which display the highest levels of γ8 expression (Tomita et al., 2003) and [3H]-LY3074158 binding in brain and were very similar to the potency and efficacy profiles of LY3130481 found for cells recombinantly co-expressing GluA1 with γ8 (Fig. 1B, Supplemental Table 1). In contrast, LY3130481 had almost no effect on AMPA responses in isolated cerebellar Purkinje neurons (n=3) which have high γ2, but low γ8 expression (Tomita et al., 2003) similar to cells recombinantly co-expressing GluA1i and γ2 (Fig. 4 A and Supplemental Tables 1 and 5). Consistent with the more modest expression of γ8 and equivalent expression of γ2 in spinal cord, the activity of LY3130481 on AMPA responses in these cells was considerably less potent (IC50 = 7.7 μM, n=6) (Fig. 4, Supplemental Table 5) and similar to the responses of recombinant cells expressing higher ratios of γ2:γ8 (i.e., 10:1) (Fig. 1B and Supplemental Table 1). In comparison to spinal neurons, the effects of LY3130481 on isolated pyramidal neurons from ACC (IC50 = 46 nM, Imax = 65.6%, n=3) and SS (IC50 = 52 nM, Imax = 65%, n=5) cortices were more potent and efficacious (Fig. 4 A and Supplemental Table 5). As well, the activity of LY3130481 on these neurons was in agreement with the relative expression of γ8 and the γ3 in cortical regions and the more modest alterations in potency and efficacy conferred by recombinantly expressed γ8 and γ3 in stoichiometric studies (Fig. 1C, Supplemental Table 1). In contrast to the differential effects of LY3130481 on native receptors, GYKI52466 was equally potent and efficacious on hippocampal and ACC pyramidal neurons and cerebellar Purkinje cells (Fig. 2C and Supplemental Table 6).

The γ8-dependence of LY3130481 activity on neuronal AMPA receptors was evaluated using isolated neurons from γ8+/+ and γ8−/− mice. Initial studies showed that the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 on
hippocampal (IC$_{50}$ = 26 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$ = 88%, $n$=3) and ACC (IC$_{50}$ = 46 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$ = 68%, $n$=3) neurons from $\gamma^8{\,+}^c$ mice were very similar to values found for these cell types harvested from rat brains (Fig. 4B, Supplemental Table 7). In contrast, the effect of LY3130481 on hippocampal neurons from $\gamma^8{-}^c$ mice was abolished up to concentrations of 30 $\mu$M and the potency was reduced by nearly 200-fold in ACC neurons (IC$_{50}$ = 8.5 $\mu$M, $n$=4) (Fig. 4B, Supplemental Table 7). Interestingly, the concentration-response profile of LY3130481 on ACC neurons from $\gamma^8{-}^c$ mice closely resembled the profile observed in cells recombinantly co-expressing GluA1i and $\gamma^3$ (see Fig. 1C) and is consistent with the presence of $\gamma^3$ in ACC. Taken together, these data demonstrate the $\gamma^8$-dependence of LY3130481 on the native neuronal AMPA receptors.

The relevance of LY3130481 activity in rodent tissue to that from humans was next assessed on AMPA receptors reconstituted from human cortex, spinal cord and cerebellum into Xenopus oocytes in a manner similar to that previously reported for human hippocampus and cerebellum (Kato et al., 2016). LY3130481 suppressed AMPA receptor-mediated currents from heterologously-expressed cortical AMPA receptors in a concentration-dependent manner with high potency (IC$_{50}$ = 53 nM) and efficacy ($I_{\text{max}}$ ~ 85%) similar to that for rodent cortical neurons (Fig. 4A and Fig. 5 A, B). Responses of reconstituted human spinal AMPA receptor responses were reduced by LY3130481 albeit with a lower potency (IC$_{50}$ = 485 nM) and partial efficacy ($I_{\text{max}}$ = 57%) similar to effects on AMPA receptors in acutely-isolated rodent spinal neurons (Fig. 4A and Fig. 5C, D). By comparison, LY3130481 minimally suppressed AMPA receptor-mediated currents from reconstituted human cerebellar tissue (Fig. 5E). Collectively, these studies on indicate that the differential effects of LY3130481 on distinct neuronal populations are predicted by the regional expression of $\gamma^8$, $\gamma^2$ and $\gamma^3$ in rodent and human brain.

3.3 Modulation of Synaptic Transmission

The partial blockade of AMPA responses of isolated spinal and cortical neurons suggested that the compound should display a similar reduction of AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic responses in these two CNS regions, albeit with different potencies. To test this hypothesis, the glutamatergic synaptic
responses of ACC pyramidal neurons were evoked by stimulation of fibers in the proximal apical dendritic region of these neurons in a tissue slice preparation. Because of the dense recurrent excitatory collateral network among cortical neurons, the synaptic response is composed of both mono- and polysynaptic components, yielding a complex EPSP (Baumbarger et al., 2001). The AMPA receptor-mediated component of the synaptic response was isolated by blocking GABA\textsubscript{A} and GABA\textsubscript{B} receptors and NMDA receptors with bicuculline (1 \textmu M), SCH50911 (2 \textmu M), and APV (50 \textmu M), respectively. Previous studies examining the effects of LY3130481 on synaptic transmission in hippocampal slices have shown that the drug requires approximately 30 min to reach a steady-state level (Kato et al., 2016). To evaluate the potential confound of a decrement in ACC responses associated with long exposure times, initial studies measured the amplitude of the ACC EPSP over time and demonstrated that the responses were stable for at least 70 min (Fig. 6 A). Subsequent experiments demonstrated that 0.03 \textmu M and 0.3 \textmu M LY3130481 reduced the AMPA receptor-dependent EPSP in ACC neurons to 35.8 \pm 5.2 \% and 41.8 \pm 2.7\% (n=4) of control responses, respectively (Fig. 6 A, B). In contrast, the non-selective AMPA receptor antagonist, GYKI53784 (50 \textmu M) abolished the AMPA receptor-mediated responses of ACC neurons (Fig. 6 B).

The effects of LY3130481 were also studied on the AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission in spinal dorsal horn neurons evoked by stimulation of dorsal roots. Results showed that 0.03 \textmu M and 0.3 \textmu M LY3130481 suppressed responses of spinal neurons in a concentration-dependent manner, to 87.6 \pm 3.8\% and 53.9 \pm 1.7\% (n=4) of control responses (Fig.6 C, D). Time control experiments demonstrated that the amplitude of the synaptic response of dorsal horn neurons was stable for at least 70 min, indicating that the effects of LY3130481 were not likely due to deterioration of the recording. Similar to its effects on synaptic responses of ACC neurons, GYKI53784 (50 \textmu M) completely blocked the EPSP in spinal neurons (Fig. 6 D). Collectively, these data support the hypothesis that potency and efficacy of LY3130481 on AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission in different CNS neurons depend on the relative abundance of the \gamma\textsubscript{8} subunit.
3.4 Pharmacokinetics and Receptor Occupancy

To inform in vivo studies, the pharmacokinetic properties and CNS receptor occupancy characteristics of LY3130481 were assessed. Plasma concentration-time profiles following p.o. (3 mg/kg) and i.v. (1 mg/kg) administration in rat showed LY3130481 had high oral bioavailability (97%) (Fig. 7 A). Oral dosing delivered compound to plasma with a $C_{\text{max}}$ of 628 ng/mL (1.6 $\mu$M), $T_{\text{max}}$ of 1.3 hr and half-life of 2.4 hr. The clearance of LY3130481 ($Cl = 11$ mL/min-kg) was relatively low compared to hepatic blood flow ($Q_h = 55$ mL/min-kg) and contributed to the high oral bioavailability. The occupancy of $\gamma_8$-containing AMPA receptors in brain was measured following oral administration of LY3130481 (0.1-30 mg/kg) using a pre-treatment time of 1 hr. LY3130481 displayed a dose-dependent increase in plasma concentration that was correlated with CNS $\gamma_8$-AMPA receptor occupancy. Inspection of the dose-occupancy relationship showed that LY3130481 had an $ED_{50}$ of 2.9 mg/kg ($n=4$, pooled data) and a maximal efficacy of 96% occupancy at 30 mg/kg (Fig. 7 B). These data were used to guide dosing for subsequent in vivo PD assessments.

3.5 Modulation of Synaptic Plasticity

A role for AMPA and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in the short-term enhanced responsiveness of spinal sensory neurons to repetitive c-fiber stimulation (i.e., wind-up) and the induction of long-term increases in spinal neuron excitability (i.e., central sensitization) produced by stimulation or peripheral nerve injury is well-established (Davies SN, 1987; Dickenson and Sullivan, 1987; Dickenson, 1990; Svendsen et al., 1998; Herrero et al., 2000). Non-selective blockade of AMPA receptors prevents the induction of both forms of synaptic plasticity, as well as suppresses the expression of previously established sensory neuron hyperexcitability (Dickenson and Sullivan, 1987; Dickenson, 1990; Svendsen et al., 1998; Herrero et al., 2000). Given the effects of LY3130481 on AMPA receptor-dependent synaptic responses of spinal neurons in vitro, the present studies tested the hypothesis that selective blockade of $\gamma_8$-containing AMPA receptors could also attenuate wind-up of spinal sensory neurons to c-fiber stimulation in vivo. Consistent with previous studies (Davies SN,
1987; Dickenson and Sullivan, 1987), repetitive stimulation of peripheral nerves evoked an increase in discharge of single wide-dynamic range (WDR) neurons to successive stimuli (i.e., wind-up) (Fig. 8 A). Intravenous delivery of the vehicle solution did not affect the wind-up discharge of WDR neurons (105.1 ± 7.8%, n=8 of pre-treatment). However, administration of cumulative doses (1, 3, 10 mg/kg, i.v.) of LY3130481 produced a dose-dependent decrease in wind-up discharge of c-fiber inputs to WDR neurons (Fig. 8 A, B). Wind-up responses were significantly, but only partially reduced to 74.8 ± 6.2% (n=8), 66.3 ± 7.0% (n=8) and 56.6 ± 7.3% (n=7) of control values following administration of 1, 3 and 10 mg/kg doses, respectively (Fig. 8 B). In comparison, systemic administration of the non-selective AMPA receptor antagonist, GYKI52466 (6 mg/kg) suppressed wind-up discharge to 28.2 ± 9.2% (n=4) of control values (Fig. 8 B), significantly greater than the highest dose of LY3130481 (10 mg/kg). The suppressive effects of LY3130481 also were evident in the discharge to the initial stimulus in the repetitive train in the wind-up studies. LY3130481 reduced discharge to the first stimulus in the repetitive train to 62.8 ± 6.5% (n=8), 60.9 ± 10.2% (n=7), and 44.0 ± 10.9% (n=7), of control values following administration of 1, 3 and 10 mg/kg doses, respectively. GYKI52466 (6 mg/kg) also reduced discharge to the initial stimulus to 33.4 ± 6.5% (n=5) of control responses (Fig. 8 C).

Due to the cumulative dosing paradigm, plasma exposure of LY3130481 was not measured in these animals. Rather, in a separate experiment, animals were dosed intravenously with either 1 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg of LY3130481 and sample analyses yielded LY3130481 plasma levels (concentrations) of 1140 ± 177 ng/mL (n=3) (3 μM) and 11485 ± 857 ng/mL (n=7) (30 μM), respectively. Examination of the exposure-occupancy curve for LY3130481 indicates that these plasma concentrations are predicted to be associated with CNS γ8-AMPA receptor occupancy levels of ~50% and 100%, respectively (Fig. 8 B). These data demonstrate that LY3130481 reduced glutamatergic synaptic transmission and short-term synaptic plasticity of c-fiber inputs to spinal sensory neurons in vivo. However, the suppression of excitatory responses was only partial despite near-complete occupancy of CNS γ8-AMPA receptors, suggesting that only a sub-population of synaptic AMPA receptors on WDR neurons contain the γ8 subunit.
3.6 Attenuation of Nocifensive Behavior

Modulation of the nocifensive behaviors of conscious animals in response to noxious stimuli, tissue injury or nerve damage has been used extensively to evaluate the therapeutic potential of novel agents. Intraplantar injection of formalin has been shown to initiate dramatic increases in spontaneous activity of c-fibers and discharge of WDR neurons in the spinal cord and ACC and SS cortical neurons (Chapman and Dickenson, 1995; McCall et al., 1996). Coupled with these excitatory responses, animals exhibit a unique behavioral response to formalin characterized by an initial bout of nocifensive responding that subsides approximately 5-10 min after formalin injection, followed by a longer period of responding lasting approximately 45-60 min. This behavioral response pattern is associated with an analogous pattern of discharge of WDR neurons with both indices being dependent on enhanced glutamatergic synaptic input (Haley et al., 1990; Coderre and Melzack, 1992; Hunter JC, 1994).

Previous studies have demonstrated that the formalin-induced nocifensive behavior can be reduced by systemic administration of broad-spectrum AMPA receptor antagonists, albeit with significant motor and sedative side-effects (Simmons RM, 1998). The present studies tested the hypothesis that selective blockade of γ8-containing AMPA receptors would suppress formalin-induced behaviors without confounding CNS side-effects. Indeed, oral administration of LY3130481 attenuated formalin-induced nocifensive behaviors in both Sprague Dawley rats (Fig. 9 A) and CD-1 mice (Fig. 10 A) in a dose-dependent manner. The ED$_{50}$ values of LY3130481 in both species were comparable (rat = 3.7 mg/kg, mice = 4.7 mg/kg) and the decrease in nocifensive behaviors was observed in the absence of any overt impairment as measured by rotorod performance (Fig. 10 C). In contrast, although GYKI52466 also dose-dependently suppressed nocifensive behaviors in the mouse formalin assay, marked impairment on rotorod performance was observed in an overlapping dose range (Fig. 10 B, D). These data are consistent with previous reports on global AMPA antagonists (Simmons RM, 1998).

Further support for a role of γ8-containing AMPA receptors in the anti-nocifensive effects of LY3130481 came from an examination of the dose-occupancy and dose-response relationships in rats.
for LY3130481 in CNS γ8-AMPA receptor occupancy and formalin assays, respectively. The data revealed that the dose-dependent increase in CNS receptor occupancy was inversely related to nocifensive responding in the late phase of the formalin response (Fig. 9 B). Indeed, the potency for occupancy of CNS γ8-containing AMPA receptors (ED50 = 2.9 mg/kg) was nearly identical to the potency for attenuation of formalin-induced behaviors (ED50 = 3.7 mg/kg).

The γ8-dependence of the anti-nocifensive actions of LY3130481 were subsequently explored using γ8+/+ and γ8−/− mice. Initial studies showed that γ8−/− mice had similar levels of responding to formalin injection compared to γ8+/+ mice (Fig. 11 A). This may reflect compensation mechanisms in response to the loss of the gene throughout development, allowing alternative mechanisms to underlie the formalin-induced behavior. When LY3130481 was administered at the ED50 dose, nocifensive behavior was present in the γ8+/+, but not γ8−/− mice, indicating that the suppression of nocifensive responding was mediated by interaction with γ8-containing AMPA receptors (Fig. 11 A). In contrast, neither the reduction in nocifensive behaviors nor the motor impairment produced by GYKI52466 were affected in γ8-deficient mice, indicating that other subtypes of AMPA receptors can support antinociceptive effects and are also responsible for motor dysfunction (Fig. 11 B, C).

Similar to intraplantar formalin, pro-inflammatory agents such as monoiiodoacetic acid (MIA) or Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA) administered into the intra-articular space are known to increase c-fiber discharge after injection in to paw and joint (Djouhri et al., 2006; Schuelert et al., 2010). The behavioral responses to pro-inflammatory agents are characterized by shifts in weight-bearing, leading to alterations in gait. We have recently established an assay where intra-articularly administered CFA induces both spatial and temporal deficits in normal gait, revealed by forced ambulation on a treadmill which can be partially restored by a number of clinically effective drugs (i.e., opioids, NSAIDs, anti-NGF antibody) (Adams BL, 2016). A significant advantage of this assay is that it encompasses a collection of natural ambulatory endpoints (e.g., range of motion, stance/swing ratio, and paw print size) that permit a more refined examination of the effects of putative analgesics. The present studies tested the
hypothesis that selective blockade of \( \gamma \)-containing AMPA receptors would attenuate CFA-induced gait deficits as a function of dampening glutamatergic signaling along pain pathways. Intra-articular injection of CFA rendered animals lame in the affected paw. Oral administration of LY3130481 dose-dependently restored CFA-induced gait deficits across all four indices within the composite gait score, including paw print size, stance/swing ratio, normalized stance distance and range of motion (Fig. 12, Supplemental Fig. 3 and Supplemental Video 1). The effects of LY3130481 on the composite gait score were comparable to those of Tramadol (40 mg/kg). In contrast to responses in the formalin assay, higher doses were required produce a statistically significant restoration in gait impairment.

Spinal nerve ligation (SNL) can induce a long-term sensitization of both spinal and supraspinal glutamatergic pathways that are manifest as enhanced responses to normally innocuous tactile stimuli (Kim and Chung, 1992; Leem et al., 1996; Ossipov et al., 2000). Acute spinal administration of non-selective AMPA receptor blockers has been shown to suppress the enhanced discharge of WDR spinal neurons, as well as the tactile allodynia after SNL (Leem et al., 1996). The present studies evaluated the efficacy of LY3130481 on tactile allodynia after SNL. Results showed that in contrast to gabapentin (GBP) (75 mg/kg), oral administration of LY3130481 (30 mg/kg) did not affect tactile allodynia after a single dose (Figure 12B). However, after five days of dosing, LY3130481 significantly attenuated tactile allodynia to levels equivalent to gabapentin (Figure 12B). While further studies are needed to identify the mechanism(s) responsible for the differential efficacy of LY3130481 in the repeated dosing regimen, the discrepancy may be dependent on the prolonged \( \gamma \)-AMPAR receptor antagonism to attenuate the sensitization of glutamatergic pathways associated with chronic nerve injury and/or an accumulation of compound and \( \gamma \)-AMPAR receptor occupancy at key CNS sites of action. Regardless, these data demonstrate that selective blockade of \( \gamma \)-containing AMPA receptors can have beneficial effects on nocifensive behaviors in rats several weeks after nerve injury. In addition, although efficacy required multiple days of dosing, the data suggest a lack of tolerance to repeated administration of LY3130481 which is a common observation for other mechanisms of action (i.e., mu opiate receptor agonists) (Zhou et al., 2013).
4. Discussion

4.1 Properties of LY3130481

Modulation of AMPA receptors has been pursued as a therapeutic approach for numerous neurological and psychiatric disorders (O’Neill et al., 2004). Given the widespread expression of AMPA receptors, a considerable challenge has been achieving a degree of regional selectivity in altering AMPA receptor function to minimize adverse side-effects. We recently discovered LY3130481 which is a potent and selective blocker of AMPA receptors co-assembled with TARP γ8 subunits. The present studies demonstrate co-expression of γ2 with γ8 in increasing ratios reduced the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 to a much greater extent than co-expression with γ3. Consistent with these findings, the activity of LY3130481 was highest on hippocampal neurons, modestly lower on ACC and SS neurons, and significantly lower on spinal and cerebellar neurons which displayed ratios of γ8 to γ2 and/or γ3 expression of 13:1, 2:1, 0.7:1, and 0.15:1, respectively. The γ8-dependence was confirmed by the absence of activity of LY3130481 on hippocampal neurons and marked reduction on ACC neurons from γ8-deficient mice. The translatability of these findings was established by the similar potency and efficacy of LY3130481 on AMPA receptors from rodent and human cortex, spinal cord and cerebellum. Collectively, these results indicate that the differential effects of LY3130481 are predicted by both the degree of γ8 expression, as well as the relative expression to other TARPs in distinct neuronal populations in both rodent and human brain.

4.2 LY3130481 Modulates Glutamatergic Synaptic Transmission

Central sensitization in spinal and supraspinal somatosensory pathways is postulated to underlie many symptoms common to chronic pain disorders (e.g., allodynia) (Latremoliere A, 2009) and depends on the initial depolarization produced by glutamate activation of AMPA receptors and sequential recruitment of NMDA receptors (Davies SN, 1987; Yoshimura M, 1990; Woolf CJ, 1991; Farkas and Ono, 1995) in response to injury of peripheral afferents (Wall and Woolf, 1984; McNamara et al.,
A critical role for \( \gamma 8 \) TARPs in trafficking AMPA receptors to synapses, mediating excitatory transmission and underlying long-term synaptic plasticity has been established in hippocampal circuits (Rouach et al., 2005; Fukaya et al., 2006). Immunohistochemical studies have shown regional expression of \( \gamma 8 \) in dorsal horn of the spinal cord, SS and ACC cortices and subcellular co-expression with some, but not all AMPA receptors at spinal and cortical synapses (Inamura et al., 2006; Larsson M, 2013; Sullivan SJ, 2017). These data suggested that LY3130481 should suppress, but not eliminate excitatory synaptic transmission in dorsal horn and cortical neurons. As predicted, LY3130481 attenuated AMPA receptor-dependent EPSPs, whereas GYKI53784 eliminated excitatory responses in both neuronal subtypes. Consistent with the higher total and relative (to \( \gamma 2 \) and \( \gamma 3 \)) expression of \( \gamma 8 \) in cortex, LY3130481 was correspondingly more potent in reducing ACC versus spinal EPSPs.

The effects of LY3130481 also were studied on the wind-up of spinal WDR neurons which depends on the interplay between AMPA and NMDA receptors (Davies SN, 1987; Yoshimura M, 1990; Stanfa and Dickenson, 1999). LY3130481 dose-dependently suppressed wind-up with a maximal efficacy of approximately 55%. LY3130481 also partially blocked responses to the initial stimulus in the train in vivo, consistent with effects on EPSPs in spinal neurons in vitro. Plasma exposures indicated that the \( \gamma 8 \)-AMPA receptor occupancy achieved with the highest dose (10 mg/kg) approached 100%, suggesting that the partial reduction in wind-up was not due to incomplete \( \gamma 8 \)-AMPA receptor occupancy, but rather to the presence of synaptic AMPA receptors devoid of \( \gamma 8 \). Consistent with this interpretation, administration of GYKI52466 at a maximally tolerated dose (6 mg/kg, i.v.) produced a significantly greater decrease in wind-up compared to LY3130481. Interestingly, this high dose of GYKI52466 did not eliminate spinal neuron responses as observed in vitro; a similar residual response has been reported for WDR neurons after administration of the non-selective AMPA receptor blockers, NBQX or CNQX (Dougherty et al., 1992), suggesting either incomplete occupancy of AMPA receptors and/or activation of other receptor subtypes (e.g., kainate) in vivo.
Although the present in vivo studies focused on LY3130481 modulation of glutamatergic signaling in spinal cord, previous studies have demonstrated a role for potentiation in the ACC in pain conditions (Bliss et al., 2016). Indeed, mechanical allodynia produced by peripheral nerve injury has been linked to AMPA receptor-dependent synaptic potentiation in ACC, whereas suppression of injury-induced potentiation is associated with an attenuation of allodynia (Li et al., 2010). These findings suggest that effects of LY3130481 on glutamate signaling and behavioral function after injury may be conferred at both spinal and supraspinal nociceptive regions of the CNS expressing \(\gamma_8\)-containing AMPA receptors.

4.3 LY3130481 Modulates Behavioral Responses to Injury

The hypothesis for LY3130481 to have a wider therapeutic window in chronic pain rests on its molecular selectivity combined with the localized distribution of \(\gamma_8\) subunits in CNS and their fractional expression in synaptic AMPA receptors in pain pathways. The present studies demonstrate that LY3130481 partially reduces nociceptive signaling in CNS and attenuates nocifensive behaviors in rodents following formalin-induced tissue injury which increases c-fiber discharge and spinal WDR neuron activity. The magnitude of the behavioral effects were positively correlated with occupancy of \(\gamma_8\)-AMPA receptors in CNS and abrogated in \(\gamma_8^{-/-}\) mice, confirming the \(\gamma_8\)-dependence of the antinociceptive action. As importantly, the effects of LY3130481 were evident in the absence of CNS side effects (Kato et al., 2016). By contrast, the suppressive effects of GYKI52466 on formalin-induced behaviors were associated with ataxia and sedation and neither the antinociceptive nor side effects were eliminated in \(\gamma_8^{-/-}\) mice. These results indicate that blockade of \(\gamma_8\)-containing AMPA receptors or other AMPA receptors can reduce nocifensive behaviors, but that the gross CNS side effects are likely dependent on AMPA receptors not assembled with \(\gamma_8\).

TARP \(\gamma_2\) subunits are expressed in dorsal horn (Larsson M, 2013; Sullivan SJ, 2017) and appear to be critical for translocation of calcium-permeable AMPA receptors at c-fiber synapses after CFA-induced peripheral inflammation (Sullivan SJ, 2017), suggesting an alternative substrate for the GYKI52466 antinociception in \(\gamma_8^{-/-}\) mice. Although the behavioral consequences of these \(\gamma_2\)-dependent
changes have not been explored, GYKI52466 can suppress CFA-induced behaviors, possibly through blockade of \( \gamma_2 \)-containing AMPA receptors (Park JS, 2008). However, blockade of \( \gamma_2 \)-containing AMPA receptors would be expected to have concomitant motor impairment due to the high levels of expression of \( \gamma_2 \) subunits in cerebellum (Tomita et al., 2003); an hypothesis supported by the severe motor abnormalities associated with \( \gamma_2 \) deletion (Chen et al., 2000). Collectively, these data predict that blockade of multiple subtypes of AMPA receptor complexes may confer analgesia, and the motor impairment may be dependent on \( \gamma_2 \)-containing AMPA receptors.

The present studies also showed that LY3130481 markedly improved the composite gait score in rats after joint injury induced CFA. Examination of video recordings clearly shows that joint injury rendered animals lame and that use of the affected hindpaw during ambulation was rescued by LY3130481 treatment. Similar results have been described for clinically efficacious compounds (e.g., anti-NGF antibody) in chronic pain disorders, including those involving joint damage (Lane et al., 2010). Additional studies showed that LY3130481 was effective in reversing tactile allodynia produced by spinal nerve ligation after five, but not one day of dosing. These latter findings demonstrate the ability of \( \gamma_8 \)-AMPA antagonism to rescue a behavioral deficit after an injury has been established for multiple weeks. In addition, the data suggest that such efficacy may require sustained \( \gamma_8 \)-AMPA receptor blockade to modify the longer-lasting plasticity mechanisms in glutamatergic nociceptive pathways that have been previously described (Latremoliere A, 2009).

Given the high expression in hippocampus, an obvious concern of blocking \( \gamma_8 \)-containing AMPA receptors is disturbances in cognitive function. Recent preclinical studies have specifically addressed this possibility by testing LY3130481 in several orthogonal measures of cognitive function (Witkin et al., 2017a). Results from behavioral experiments were equivocal such that LY3130481 produced impairment in some, but not all assays and topiramate, which impacts cognitive function in humans (Wandschneider, 2017), was without effect in tests in which LY3130481 was impairing (Witkin et al., 2017a). Similarly, the \( \gamma_8 \)-dependent antagonist, JNJ-55511118, was recently reported to produce only
minor impairments in performance in the Morris water maze, the V-maze, and in a delayed non-matching to position task (Maher et al., 2016). In addition, EEG recordings showed that LY3130481 did not have sedative effects, but rather increased wake times and attenuated impairing effects of antiepileptic drugs. As well, LY3130481 increased efflux of histamine and acetylcholine in prefrontal cortex which have been associated with pro-cognitive effects in animals (Witkin et al., 2017a). While these data do not refute the possibility that LY3130481 may impact cognitive function, they underscore the need to definitively determine the relationship between any analgesic signal and cognitive impairment in the clinic.

4.4 Anticonvulsants and Analgesics

Anticonvulsant drugs have been used since the 1960s in pain management (Rockliff and Davis, 1966; McQuay, 1995). These drugs can have one or more mechanism of action (Bialer, 2012), including modulation of GABAergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission and/or alteration of sodium, calcium or potassium ion channels (Rogawski and Loscher, 2004), each of which has the ability to dampen the aberrant hyperexcitability of neuronal circuits associated with seizures (Bialer, 2012). We recently have demonstrated that LY3130481 can suppress seizure activity in hippocampal circuits and have marked anticonvulsant effects in multiple preclinical models of seizure (Kato et al., 2016; Witkin et al., 2017b) A similar hyperexcitability in pain pathways has been described following nerve injury and is characterized by spontaneous ectopic discharge in peripheral nerves that contributes to enhanced synaptic transmission and repetitive firing of CNS neurons, which is perceived as chronic pain (Rogawski and Loscher, 2004; Bialer, 2012). The ability of LY3130481 to dampen hyperexcitable neural circuits in tissues relevant to both seizure initiation and pain signaling is consistent with clinically efficacious molecules having both analgesic and anticonvulsant properties (e.g., carbamazepine, gabapentin). Taken together, these data prompt the hypothesis that selectively targeting γ8-containing AMPA receptors may have therapeutic potential in both seizure disorders and chronic pain conditions.
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Legends for Figures

Figure 1. The potency and efficacy of LY3130481 is determined by the amounts of γ2 or γ3 co-transfected with γ8 (A) Representative current traces recorded from HEK293T cells recombinantly expressing GluA1i alone, in combination with γ2, γ3 or γ8 alone or with different amounts of γ8 and γ2 or γ3. Note that the initial inward currents in Figure 1 and subsequent figures do not reflect the peak of the glutamate-evoked current due to the slower perfusion system used in these experiments. LY3130481 potently blocked currents from GluA1i/γ8 receptors, but had minimal to no effect of GluA1i receptors alone or in combination with γ2 or γ3. Note the unique resensitization property of glutamate-evoked currents in GluA1i/γ8 receptors (arrow). Co-transfection of GluA1i with γ8 and different ratios of γ2 or γ3 reduced the potency and efficacy of LY3130481 on Glu-evoked currents compared to GluA1i/γ8 receptors alone. Note the elimination of resensitization in receptors co-expressed with γ8 and γ2 or γ3 subunits. (B,C) Concentration-response profiles of LY3130481 on recombinant GluA1 receptors co-transfected with γ2, γ3 and γ8 in different ratios. The relative amplitudes of glutamate-evoked steady-state currents are plotted as a function of LY3130481 concentration. Co-transfection of γ2 with γ8 in increasing ratios had a profound effect on the potency and efficacy of LY3130481. In contrast, co-transfection of γ3 with γ8 had more modest effects on the activity of LY3130481. The relative I_{Glu Steady-state} was calculated by dividing the current amplitude at the end of the glutamate application before and after exposure to LY3130481. Symbols reflect means ± SEM, n=3-6 recordings/concentration. The IC_{50} and I_{max} values for each transfectant are presented in Supplemental Table 1.

Figure 2. The potency and efficacy of GYKI52466 is independent of TARP subunit expression (A) Representative current traces recorded from HEK293T cells recombinantly expressing GluA1i in combination with γ2 or γ8 alone or with after co-transfection of γ2 and γ8 in a ratio of 10:1. GYKI52466 blocked currents from GluA1i/γ8 (n=4) GluA1i/γ2 (n=5) receptors with similar potency. Co-transfection of GluA1i with γ2 and γ8 in a ratio of 10:1 did not affect the potency of GYKI52466 on Glu-evoked
currents compared to GluA1/γ8 receptors alone. Note the elimination of resensitization in receptors co-expressed with γ8 and γ2 subunits. (B) Concentration-response profiles of GYKI52466 on recombinant GluA1i receptors co-transfected with γ2 and γ8 in different ratios. The relative amplitudes of glutamate-evoked steady-state currents are plotted as a function of GYKI52466 concentration. Co-transfection of γ2 with γ8 in increasing ratios (n=5) had no effect on the potency and efficacy of GYKI52466. (C) Concentration-response profiles of GYKI52466 on acutely isolated hippocampal pyramidal neurons (n=6), ACC pyramidal neurons (n=5), and cerebellar Purkinje neurons (n=4). GYKI52466 did not differentially affect glutamate-evoked currents from these cell types. The relative I_{Glu\ Steady-state} was calculated by dividing the current amplitude at the end of the glutamate application before and after exposure to GYKI52466. Symbols reflect means ± SEM. The IC_{50} and Imax values for each transfectant are presented in Supplemental Table 2.

Figure 3. Expression of TARP subunits in tissue from rat brain and spinal cord. (A-D) qPCR methods measured expression of γ2, γ3, and γ8 in hippocampus, frontal cortex, cerebellum and the lumbar region of spinal cord. Consistent with previous reports, γ8 expression was highest in hippocampus followed by frontal cortex, spinal cord and cerebellum. Highest expression of γ2 subunit was in cerebellum and γ3 was in frontal cortex. The relative expression levels of γ2 and γ3 were significantly lower than γ8 in hippocampus and frontal cortex. The relative expression of γ2 and γ8 was similar in spinal cord and significantly different from γ3 and the expression level of γ2 was higher than γ3 or γ8 in cerebellum. Data presented in graphs are relative expression to Hprt1, expressed as ΔΔCt (ΔΔCt= ΔCtgene- ΔCtnormalizer (Hprt1)). Statistical analyses conducted using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-hoc test, ***= p<.0001, n=5 for each group. Receptor density in spinal cord and brain slices from γ8+/+ (E,F) and γ8−/− (G,H) mice using [3H]-LY3074158. (I,J) Expression pattern of the CACNG8 mRNA by in situ hybridization in a coronal section of mouse spinal cord and sagittal section of mouse brain from the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007). (K) Total binding densities measured in hippocampus (n=8), spinal cord (n=12) and cerebellum (n=8) from γ8+/+ and γ8−/− mice.
Statistical analyses conducted using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-hoc test, *** = p<.0001.

Hipp = hippocampus, SC = spinal cord, Cblm = cerebellum.

Figure 4. Differential effects of LY3130481 on native AMPA receptors from neurons acutely isolated from rat brain and spinal cord. (A) Concentration-response profiles of LY3130481 on several neuronal cell types. The relative amplitudes of glutamate-evoked steady-state currents are plotted as a function of LY3130481 concentration. LY3130481 potently and efficaciously blocked responses from hippocampal and cortical (ACC and SS) neurons, but not from cerebellar Purkinje neurons. The AMPA receptor-mediated responses from spinal neurons were also blocked by LY3130481, albeit at higher concentrations. Symbols represent means ± SEM.

(B) Concentration-response profiles of LY3130481 on glutamate-evoked currents recorded from acutely-isolated hippocampal and ACC neurons from \( \gamma^8^{+/+} \) or \( \gamma^8^{-/-} \) mice. Relative amplitudes of glutamate-evoked steady-state currents are plotted as a function of LY3130481 concentration. LY3130481 potently and efficaciously blocked responses from hippocampal and ACC neurons; effects that were eliminated or markedly reduced in neurons from \( \gamma^8^{-/-} \) mice. Symbols represent means ± SEM.

Figure 5. Differential effects of LY3130481 on native AMPA receptors from human brain and spinal cord. (A,C,E) Representative current traces evoked by application of AMPA + cyclothiazide (CTZ) on Xenopus oocytes micro-implanted with human, cortical, spinal cord or cerebellar tissue. LY3130481 (10 μM) was co-applied after application of AMPA (100 μM) + CTZ (30 μM). Note that LY3130481 produced a near-complete suppression of cortical AMPA receptors responses, a partial block of spinal cord AMPA receptor activity, and minimal effect on cerebellar AMPA receptors responses. (B,D) The amplitude of AMPA + CTZ-evoked currents in the absence and presence of LY3130481 were measured at the time points indicated by the arrows in A and C. The current amplitudes in the presence of LY3130481 were normalized to the pre-drug amplitude and plotted as a function of LY3130481 concentration for cortical (B) and spinal cord (D) AMPA receptors. Symbols reflect means ± SEM, n=2-5 recordings/concentration.
Figure 6. LY3130481 suppresses AMPA receptor-dependent EPSPs in rat ACC pyramidal neurons and dorsal horn spinal cord neurons in vitro. (A) Plot of EPSP amplitudes in ACC neurons in control solution (n=4) or in the presence of LY3130481 (0.3, 3.0 μM) (n=4) as a function of time from recording onset. (B) Plot of the normalized EPSP amplitude (mean ± SEM) in ACC neurons in control solution (n=4) or solutions containing LY3130481 (0.3, 3.0 μM) (n=4) or GYKI53784 (50 μM) (n=4). (C) Plot of EPSP amplitudes in spinal neurons in control solution (n=4) or in the presence of LY3130481 (0.3, 3.0 μM) (n=4) as a function of time from recording onset. (D) Plot of the normalized EPSP amplitude in spinal neurons in control solution (n=4) or solutions containing LY3130481 (0.3, 3.0 μM) (n=4) or GYKI (50 μM) (n=4). *** p<.001, **** p<0.0001.

Figure 7. Pharmacokinetics and receptor occupancy for LY3130481 in rat. (A) Plot of plasma concentration of LY3130481 as a function of time in Sprague-Dawley rats following intravenous (1 mg/kg) or oral (3 mg/kg) administration. (B) The percent receptor occupancy of γ8-containing AMPA receptors for each dose of LY3130481 (0.1-3.0 mg/kg, p.o.) is plotted as a function plasma concentrations. In these experiments, 30 mg/kg of LY3130481 was associated with occupancy levels approaching 100%. Symbols represent means ± SEMs.

Figure 8. LY3130481 attenuates wind-up discharge of spinal sensory neurons. (A) Extracellular single unit recordings from WDR neurons in the dorsal horn of the lumbar spinal cord region in vivo in response to repetitive stimulation of the receptive field in the hindpaw. A train of 16 stimuli delivered at 1 Hz (arrows) elicited responses from sensory neurons characterized by an increase in discharge probability in response to later stimuli in the train compared to earlier stimuli (wind-up). As well, several seconds of ongoing discharge could be observed following the last stimulus in the train (after-discharge). Intravenous administration of vehicle had minimal effect on wind-up or after-discharge. In contrast, LY3130481 (1-10 mg/kg) dose-dependently reduced the number of discharges over the course of the train of stimuli. After-discharges also were suppressed. (B) Plot of the wind-up response of spinal neurons (normalized to baseline responses, mean ± SEMs) following intravenous
administration of vehicle ($n=8$) and LY3130481 (1-10 mg/kg, $n=7-8$) or GYKI (6 mg/kg, $n=4$)). (C) Plot of the number of discharges of spinal neurons in response to the first stimulus in the 16-stimulus train (mean ± SEMs) following intravenous administration of vehicle ($n=8$) and LY3130481 (1-10 mg/kg, $n=7-8$) or GYKI (6 mg/kg, $n=5$)). * $p<.05$, ** $p<.01$, *** $p<.001$.

**Figure 9.** LY3130481 reduces formalin-induced nocifensive behavior in rats. (A) Oral administration of LY3130481 (0.3–30 mg/kg, 30 min pretreatment) dose-dependently attenuated formalin-induced paw licking behavior in Sprague-Dawley rats. The positive control, tramadol (40 mg/kg) was also effective in decreasing paw licking. Effects of both drugs were observed on in both the early (0-5 min) and late (10-60 min) phases of the formalin-induced behavioral profile. The ED$_{50}$ for LY3130481 was 3.7 mg/kg. Bars represent means ± SEMs, $n=8$-16 animals per group. **= $p<.01$, ***= $p>.001$, ****= $p<.0001$. (B) Plot of the dose-dependence of the percent suppression of nocifensive responding in the late phase of the formalin response (from A) versus the percent CNS $\gamma$8/AMPA receptor occupancy (from Fig. 7B) for LY3130481. Results show that the dose-dependent increase in CNS $\gamma$8/AMPA receptor occupancy is associated with an increase in the suppression of nocifensive behaviors after formalin treatment. Symbols represent means ± SEMs, $n=8$-16 animals per group.

**Figure 10.** LY3130481, but not GYKI52466, reduces formalin-induced behavior in mice without motor impairment. (A,B) Oral administration of LY3130481 (1-10 mg/kg, 30 min pretreatment) or GYKI52466 (3-30 mg/kg) dose-dependently attenuated formalin-induced paw licking behavior in CD-1 mice. The positive control, Tramadol (40 mg/kg) was also effective in decreasing paw licking. Effects of all drugs were observed on in both the early (0-5 min) and late (10-60 min) phases of the formalin-induced behavioral profile. The ED$_{50}$ for LY3130481 was 4.7 mg/kg, whereas the ED$_{50}$ for GYKI52466 was 13.4 mg/kg. Bars represent means ± SEMs, $n=10$ animals per group. Statistical analyses conducted using two-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-hoc test, ***= $p<0.0001$. (C,D) Rotorod performance was measured following oral administration of LY3130481 and GYKI across the efficacious dose range for each compound. LY3130481 did not impair rotorod performance at either
30 or 60 minutes post-dosing. Conversely, administration of GYKI52466 at 20 and 30 mg/kg produced significant impairment in motor performance as evidenced by an inability to remain on the rotorod for the entire two min testing period at 30 and 60 min post-dosing. Bars represent means ± SEMs, n=10 animals per group. Statistical analyses conducted using two-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet’s post-hoc test, ***=p<0.0001.

Figure 11. Attenuation of mouse formalin-induced nocifensive behavior by LY3130481, but not GYKI52466 is γ8-dependent. The calculated ED_{50} values for LY3130481 (4.7 mg/kg) and GYKI52466 (13.4 mg/kg) derived from dose-response experiments in γ8^{+/+} mice (see Figure 10) were evaluated in γ8^{+/+} or γ8^{-/-} mice. (A) LY3130481 significantly decreased formalin-induced nocifensive behavior in the late phase in γ8^{+/+} mice, but did not affect paw-licking in the γ8^{-/-} mice, (B) Conversely, the suppressive effects of GYKI52466 on formalin-induced paw licking were evident in both γ8^{+/+} or γ8^{-/-} mice. (C) The motor impairing effects of GYKI52466 (13.4 mg/kg, p.o.) observed in γ8^{+/+} mice were retained in γ8^{-/-} mice. Bars represent means ± SEMs, n=10 animals per group. *=p<0.05.

Figure 12. LY3130481 attenuates CFA-induced gait deficits and tactile allodynia after spinal nerve ligation in rats. (A) Intra-articular CFA administration produced profound gait impairment in female Sprague-Dawley rats, leading to the avoidance of weight-bearing during forced ambulation (Baseline, 2 days post-CFA). Oral administration of LY3130481 (1-30 mg/kg) dose-dependently attenuated gait deficits when administered 3 days post-CFA, as measured by the composite gait score. tramadol (40 mg/kg, p.o.) also significantly reduced deficits in gait. Bars represent means ± SEMs, n=8 animals per group. *=p<0.05 vs vehicle. (B) Ligation of the L5 and L6 spinal nerves produces a marked decrease in the withdrawal threshold (tactile allodynia) of the injured hindpaw as measured by probing with graded von Frey filaments. Administration of gabapentin (GBP, 75 mg/kg, p.o.) reversed tactile allodynia on both Day 1 and Day 5 of dosing. In contrast, LY3130481 (30 mg/kg, p.o.) had no effect after one day of dosing, but did produce a significant reversal of tactile allodynia after five days of dosing. Data expressed as response (grams), gram force applied to the hindpaw ipsilateral to the
ligation. Bars represent means ± SEM withdrawal thresholds. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Mean S.E. , p 0.05 compared with vehicle; #, p 0.1 compared with vehicle. BL= baseline, Post-SNL= post-spinal nerve ligation.
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- Cerebellum: IC$_{50}$ >10 $\mu$M
- Spinal cord: IC$_{50}$ = 7.7 $\mu$M
- SS: IC$_{50}$ = 52 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$: 65%
- ACC: IC$_{50}$ = 46 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$: 65%
- Hipp: IC$_{50}$ = 27 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$: 85%
- $\gamma$-8$^{+/+}$ Hipp: IC$_{50}$ = 26 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$: 68%
- $\gamma$-8$^{+/+}$ ACC: IC$_{50}$ = 46 nM, $I_{\text{max}}$: 68%
- $\gamma$-8$^{-/-}$ Hipp: IC$_{50}$ = n.d.
- $\gamma$-8$^{-/-}$ ACC: IC$_{50}$ = 8.6 $\mu$M
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**Figure 6**

A and C: Graphs showing the change in EPSP amplitude (% baseline) over time (min) for different treatments. The graphs are labeled as follows:

- **A**: Time Control, LY3130481 (0.3 μM), LY3130481 (3.0 μM)
- **C**: LY3130481 (0.3 μM), LY3130481 (3.0 μM), GYKI (50 μM)

B and D: Bar graphs comparing EPSP amplitude (% baseline) at different time points. The bars are labeled as follows:

- **B**: Time Control, LY3130481 (0.3 μM), LY3130481 (3.0 μM)
- **D**: LY3130481 (0.3 μM), LY3130481 (3.0 μM), GYKI (50 μM)
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